
Fact Sheet

Website Database Search
Confidently verify the legitimacy of high-risk 
merchant websites via web form search. 
How do you know that the merchants and advertisers active on your platform aren’t 

involved in illicit online activity? In addition to monitoring more than 2.3 million 

websites, LegitScript has a database of published websites that either pose a danger 

to public health or are operating in compliance. With LegitScript’s Website Database 

Search you can check the status of high-risk merchant websites in the pharmaceutical, 

supplement, and addiction treatment spaces to verify which merchants are operating  

in compliance — including those who are LegitScript-certified — and which are not.

Why use Website Database Search?

Keep Visitors Safe Access to LegitScript’s published website database helps you to 

keep your platform clean and protect your visitors from illicit 

merchants and advertisers in the pharmaceutical, supplement, and 

addiction treatment spaces. 

legitscript.com

Internet Platforms

Self-check 
and Monitor

Choose a flexible website search plan to check and monitor high-risk 

merchant websites on your own terms. 

Reduce Risk Reduce the risk of expensive fines by checking whether high-risk 

merchant websites meet LegitScript’s standards for safety and 

legitimacy, including those who are LegitScript-certified. LegitScript’s 

certification programs for healthcare merchants and drug and alcohol 

addiction treatment facilities are officially recognized by Google, 

Bing, and Facebook.

Work with 
Trusted Data

Throughout the years, the quality and consistency of our data has 

earned the trust of industry-leading companies around the world. 

LegitScript is trusted by Google, Bing, Facebook, Amazon, and 

others to keep their platforms clean. 
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LegitScript: Making the Internet and Payment Ecosystems Safer and More Transparent 
— Now and for Future Generations 

LegitScript 
Certification is 
recognized by the 
world’s largest 
advertising and  
e-commerce 
platforms, 
including: 

■ Google 
■ Bing 
■ Facebook 
■ GoodRx 
■ And more!  

Pricing

LegitScript’s website database includes merchants who 
have been LegitScript-certified.
LegitScript provides industry-leading certification for pharmacy merchants, 

telemedicine providers, and drug and alcohol addiction treatment facilities. Our 

certification programs have earned the trust of regulatory authorities and 

companies around the world, including Visa, Mastercard, Google, and Bing. 

LegitScript’s Addiction Treatment Certification program for drug and alcohol 

addiction treatment providers is exclusively recognized by Google, Bing, and 

Facebook. 

Website Lookups  
(Per Month)

Monthly Price

250 $199

500 $349

750 $499

1,000 $599

2,000 $899

2,000+ Contact Us

How it Works
Simply create a user account at my.legitscript.com. Choose your Website 
Database Search plan. Once payment has been made, type a website into the 

website legitimacy search box. The number of searches you make is based upon 

your monthly lookup plan. Each month your plan resets automatically until 

canceled.

http://my.legitscript.com
http://my.legitscript.com

